...Friday,4th – Thursday,10th. ...
...the first week in April 2008...
...it happened Spanish...
It was a memorial week with a lot of new experiences.
When the spanish students arrived my heart was beating fast.
At first I was very excited and forget all what I wanted to say, when
meeting Laura Medrano the first time.
But the nervousness was blown away in a few minutes. Laura and I were
mostly talking and we get along very good!!!
On Saturday,Katharina,her exchange student Christina,Laura and I have
made a trip to Berlin...that was so funny and enjoyable.
On
Sunday
was the first meet of all the students. Some students played
Sunday,6th...the
volleyball,soccer or badminton.After that sportive afternoon,we indulge in a
first meet of all
the students...
barbecue and a comfortable get-together.
Monday was the official greeting at our school with all the
students,teachers and the headmaster. After that, the spanish students have
seen our Friedrich-Gymnasium and the city Luckenwalde. We have made a
kind of german-lesson with the spanish students and it was very funny.
I hope the trip to Berlin was very interesting for the spanish pupils just
like the trip to Potsdam.
Tuesday,8th...the We showed them the most important sights of Berlin like the parliament,the
trip to Berlin...
Checkpoint Charlie,the Brandenburger Gate,the Alexanderplace etc.
I haven’t been with the trip to Potsdam but I think that this trip was
interesting just like the one to Berlin even though it had rain all the time.
The week was running so fast and on the day of the departure we have a
breakfast together. After that,we accompany them to the trainstation and
have a last adoption.
the spanish
students...

Finally I would say, that this week was very interesting.
I learn a lot of the spanish culture from Laura.
Thursday,10th...
I
think
that
all the students had a lot of fun with him or her exchange
The last time we
were
student,even if there was maybe some problems.
together...let’s
To my mind, we get to know mostly about their life(-style) in Barcelona in
have a
the evenings when we were in the bar, café, restaurant or bowling alley...
breakfast...
They are very open minded,friendly and mostly in a good temper...
I think that all of us were very tired after that week, but it was profitable.
The anticipation to improve my english in this week was excelled.
At first it was a little bit difficult for me to understand the „spanishenglish“ because of the dialect from the spains , but after a time I adjust at
this.It was very funny when the english vocabulary was missing and we
tried to explain the words with sigts or motions.
The teachers...
When
Laura
told me something about the culture and lifestyle there in
Without them
„Barca“ , I was very surprised about some facts.
were nothing
possible...
Nevertheless,I hope that we can carry our english experiences in October on
and will see and learn a lot of the land and mentality.
Friday,4th-Thursday,10th...a memorable week ...

the german
students...

Monday,7th...
The greeting at
our school...

Wednesday,9th...
Potsdampresentations
under the
umbrella...

The departure of
the spanish
students...see
you all in
October....

the spanish
teachers....

